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Foreword 

ISO (the International Organization for Standardization) is a worldwide 
federation of national Standards bodies (ISO member bodies). The work 
of preparing International Standards is normally carried out through ISO 
technical committees. Esch member body interested in a subject for 
which a technical committee has been established has the right to be 
represented on that committee. International organizations, govern- 
mental and non-governmental, in liaison with ISO, also take part in the 
work. ISO collaborates closely with the International Electrotechnical 
Commission (IEC) on all matters of electrotechnical standardization. 

Draft International Standards adopted by the technical committees are 
circulated to the member bodies for voting. Publication as an Inter- 
national Standard requires approval by at least 75 O/o of the member 
bodies casting a vote. 

International Standard ISO 5423 was prepared by Technical Committee 
ISO/TC 45, Rubber and rubber products. 

Annexes A, 8, C, D and E form an integral part of this International 
Standard. Annex F is for information only. 

All rights reserved. No part of this pubiication may be reproduced or utiilzed in any form 
or by any means, eiectronic or mechanlcai, inciuding photocopying and microfiim, without 
permission in writing from the publisher. 
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INTERNATIONAL STANDARD ISO 5423:1992(E) 

Moulded plastics footwear - Lined or unlined polyurethane 
boots for general industrial use - Specification 

1 Scope 

This International Standard specifies requirements 
for boots, moulded from polyurethane compound, for 
general industrial use. The boots may be either 
fabric-lined or tinlined and of any style from ankle 
boots to full thigh height inclusive. 

2 Normative references 

The following Standards contain provisions which, 
through reference in this text, constitute provisions 
of this International Standard. At the time of publi- 
cation, the editions indicated were valid. All stan- 
dards are subject to revision, and Parties to 
agreements based on this International Standard 
are encouraged to investigate the possibility of ap- 
plying the most recent editions of the Standards in- 
dicated below. Membtirs of IEC and ISO maintain 
registers of currently valid International Standards. 

ISO 37:1977, Rubber, vulcanized - Determination of 
tensile stress-strain properties. 

ISO 48:1979, Vulcanized rubbers - Determination of 
hardness (Hardness between 30 and 85 IRHD). 

ISO 458-1:1985, Plastics - Determination of stiffness 
in torsion of #7exibIe materials - Part 1: General 
method. 

ISO/ R 463:1965, Dia/ gauges reading in 0.01 mm, 
0.001 in and 0.000 1 in. 

ISO 471:1983, Rubber - Standard temperatures, hu- 
midities and firnes for the conditioning and testing 
of fest pieces. 

ISO 10335: 1990, Rubber and.,p/astics footwear,- No- 
menclature. 

3 Definitions 

For the purposes of this International Standard, the 
definitions given in ISO 10335 apply: 

4 Design requirements 

NOTE 1 Suggested ranges for the heights of boots are 
given in annex F. 

4.1 Soling Pattern 

The Soling shall have radiused corners at the base 
of the sole Pattern and the radius for such corners 
shall be not less than 1,5 mm. 

NOTE 2 The Pattern of the Soling tan have a significant 
effect on the formation of premature Cracks. 

4.2 Minimum thicknesses 

The m,inimum thicknes%es of ttie boot shall be in 
accordance with table 1 foT each individual value 
obtained when measured as described in annex A. 

4.3 Materials and components 
I 

The upper, Soling and. h.eel sh.all b.e moulded. from 
homogenequsly mixed polyur&hane compound. lt 
may be cellular or a combi.nakn of cellular ‘and 
non-cellular. 

1 
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Table 1 - Minimum thlckness 
Dimensions in millimetres 

7 

Boot component Minimum thickness 

Boot upper 1,5 of which not less than 1 ,O shall be of polyurethane compound 

Foxing 

a) at the heel 490 
b) elsewhere 3,o 

\ 

Boot bottom 

a) full thickness 

b) outsole only 

Heel 

a) full thickness 

b) wearing surface to filier block 

Over 

Men’s 

13,o 

99 

25,0 

990 

5 Physical properties 

5.1 General 

Materials from the upper and material from the sole 
shall be tested as two separate compounds, even if 
the boot is known to have been made by a Single 
injection process. Test pieces from the material of 
the boot shall be prepared by any of the permitted 
procedures given in ISO 37. 

5.2 Resistance to flexing of boot upper 

When tested in accordance with the method de- 
scribed in annex 6 with one test piece in each di- 
rection of flexing, no cracking of the types specified 
in annex B shall occur in either during 150000 flex 
cycles. 

5.3 Tensile properties 

The modulus at 100 % elongation and the elon- 
gation at break of the upper and the Soling shall be 
determined in accordance with the method de- 
scribed in ISO 37 at 23 “C + 2 “C, using where 
practicable type 1 dumb-bell test pieces taken from 
the product. 

The direction of test shall be along the sole and up 
the leg. If it is necessary, because of the shortage 
of material, to use the smaller, type 2, dumb-bell test 
piece, the size of the dumb-bell used shall be stated 
when expressing results. 

a Where practicable, test pieces shall be 
2,0 mm + 0,2 mm thick; if necessary, in Order to - 
ensure that no fabric is included in the test pieces, 
thinner test pieces shall be used, and the thickness 
used shall be stated when expressing results. In the 

‘leats 

Women’s 

11,o 

CO 

20,o 

490 

Betwee 

Men’s 

790 

390 

19,o 

390 

cleats 

Women’s 

590 

295 

14,0 

2,5 

case of a lined boot, the lining shall be removed by 
careful use of either a minimum amount of a suitable 
solvent, such as methyl ethyl ketone, or a leather- 
splitting machine. The test pieces after either of 
these treatments shall be conditioned for 24 h at 
23 “C + 2 “C and tested at this temperature. - 

Five test pieces shall be used for each test and the 
middle value of each group of five test results shall 
be in accordance with the values given in table 2. 
Otherwise a) and b) shall be applied as follows: 

a) In the elongation at break test, if the middle value 
is below and the highest value is above the ap- 
propriate value given in table 2, five further test 
pieces shall be tested. The material shall be 
deemed to comply with the requirements of this 
International Standard only if the average of the 
middle two values of all ten results is now above 
the appropriate value. 

b) In the test for modulus at 100 % elongation, if the 
middle value is outside the appropriate range 
given in table 2, but some results are inside, five 
further test pieces shall be tested. The material 
shall be deemed to comply with the require- 
ments of this International Standard only if the 
average of the middle two values of all ten re- 
sults is within the appropriate range. 

Table 2 - Limits for tensile properties 

Moduius at 100 % Minimum elongation 
Boot elongation at break 

component 
MPa % 

WPer 1,3 to 4,6 250 

Solfng 23 to 5,0 300 
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5.4 Hardness 

The hardness of the materials, measured not less 
than 96 h after moulding and determined in accord-e 
ante with the appropriate method of ISO 48 at 
23 “C- + 2 PC after conditioning at that temperature 
for not Gss than 3 h, shall be as given in table 3. 

For the Soling compound, all .measurements shall 
be taken on the preptired Surface of a t&t piece 
which was adjacent to the wearing -surface of the 
sole and which does not inciude any filier or upper 
compound. For the upper compound, all mea’sure- 
ments shal,l be taken on the actual outer surface qf 
the boot leg. 

The minimum thickness of a test piece, for hardness 
testing, is 6 mm. 

NOTE 3 For upper hardness testing, sections of boot leg 
material may be built up to achieve this minimum thick- 
ness. 

Table 3 - Limits for hardness of polyurethane 
compound 

Values in IRHD 
. T 

Hardness at 23 “C -f: 2 “C 
Boot component 

min. max. 

UPPer 42 59 

Soling and heel 50 67 
. 

5.5 Gold flex temperature of the upper 

When Parts of the upper are tested in accordance 
with ISO 458-1, applied as indicated below, the cold 
flex temperature shall be not higher than - 35 “C. 

ISO 5423:1992(E) 

Two test pieces shall be used, .cut such that the 
major axis of one test piece was aligned up the leg 
of the boot and that of the other across it. - ‘., 

A graph shall be prepared shpwing the rqlationships 
between deflection and temperature, and from this 
the temperature at an angle of 200” deflection of 
each test piece shall be determined. A deduction of 
0,5 “C shall be made for each 0,03 mm of the thick- 
ne?s of a test piece above 1,30 mm, and an addition 
of 0,5 “C shall be made for each 0,03 mm of the 
thickness be!ow 1,27 mm. The arithmetic me.an of 
th’e two results .shall be recorded was the cold,flex 
temperature tif the part under test. 

5.6 Resistance of soling to tut growth (flexing 
test) 

When Parts of the Soling are tested in accordance 
with annex C at a temperature of -5 “C & 2 “C, 
using three test pieces tut parallel to the centreline 
of the sole (see figure l), the thickness of the Soling 
compound shall be not less than 50 % of the test 
piece thickness and the number of flexing cycles to 
achieve 6 mm tut growth shall be not less than 
150 000 for each test piece when the measurements 
of tut growth are confined to the outside surface of 
the test piece. 

5.7 Split tear strength 

When Parts of the cellular Soling are testetl in ac- 
cordante with the method given in annex D, the 
minimum strength in both directions shall be 
3,5 N/mm of width. 

Figure 1 - Centreline of the boot 
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5.8 Resistance to hydrolysis 

5.8.1 When Parts of the upper and Soling are tested 
as required in 5.3 after preparation and conditioning 
in accordance with annex E, the Change in elon- 
gation at break shall not exceed 20 Yo. 

5.8.2 When Parts of the Soling are tested in ac- 
cordante with the method described in annex C, 
after preparation and conditioning in accordance 
with annex E, the testing being carried out at 
-5 “C + 2 OC, the original 2 mm tut shall have in- 
creased by not more than 8 mm after 150 000 cycles. 

5.8.3 When Parts of the upper are tested in ac- 
cordante with the method described in annex B at 
-5 “C + 2 “C, after preparation and conditioning 
in accordance with annex E, no cracking shall occur 
during and up to 150 000 flex cycles. 

6 Marking 

Esch article of footwear shall be indelibly and legibly 
marked with the following: 

a) the size, stamped on the inside or moulded on 
the waist of the Outsole; 

b) the manufacturer’s or supplier’s identification, 
including the name, trademark or other means 
of identification of the country of manufacture, 
distributor or retailer; 

c) the reference number of this International Stan- 
dard. 
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Annex A 
(normative) 

Measurement of thickness 

A.1 Apparatus 

Measuring devices appropriate to the part of the 
boot being measured are classified and listed in ta- 
ble A.1. Devices classified as “accurate” may al- 
ways be used. if desired. Those classified as 
“routine” may be used unless the readings obtained 
fall within IO % of the specified minimum value for 
the component being measured: in such cases, the 
component shall be measured using the appropriate 
“accurate” device. 

A.2 Preparation of boots for 
measurements of thickness 

A.2.1 Preparation for measurement of insole 
and boot bottom 

Cut the boot longitudinally and perpendicular to the 
surface, through the centre of the Sole, on a line 
drawn from the centre of the toecap to the centre of 
the heel. 

Locate the centreline, illustrated in figure 1, by plac- 
ing the boot on a horizontal surface and against a 
vertical plane so that it touches the edge of the sole 
at Points A and B on the inner side of the boot. 

Construct two further vertical planes at right angles 
to the first vertical plane so that they meet the sole 
at Points X and Y. Draw a line through X and Y. This 
fine shall. constitute ,the centreline for the forepart 
of the boot. 

A.2.2 Preparation for measurement of foxing 

Cut horizontally through the foxing right round the 
upper at a distance of 13 mm above the top surface 
of the insole adjacent to the upper. 

A.3 Procedure 

A.3.1 Boot upper 

Take four measurements of the combined thickness 
of polyurethane and fabric symmetically round the 
top of the boot not less than 3 mm and not more 
than 15 mm below the top binding. In the case of a 
boot with a hip top extension, take the measure- 
ments not less than 3 mm and not more than 
15 mm below the joint Strip. 

Measure the thickness of the coating on the upper 
from the coating surface to the “peaks” of the fabric 
weave structure which are nearest to this surface. 

Table A.l - Thickness measuring devices for various components of the boot 

Boot component Routine 
Class of measu ing equipment 

Accurate 

I Upper (full thickness) Thickness dial gauge calibrated in 0,l mm, or Thickne& dial gauge in accordance with lSO/R 463, 
graduated eyepiece with 0,l mm scaie spacing using a pressure of 2 kPa 

I Upper (coating thick- 
I 

Graduated eyepiece with 0,l mm scaie spacing 
I 

Travelling microscope reading to 0,02 mm 
ness) I 

I Foxi ng Graduated eyepiece with 0,l mm scaie spacing 
I 

Traveliing microscope reading to 0,02 mm 
I 

I Boot bottom Graduated rule with scale marks for reading to 
1 mm 

Graduated eyepiece with 0,l mm scale spacing 

l 

: 5 
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A.3.2 Foxing at the tae 

Measure the combined thickness of polyurethane 
and fabric, excluding any Pattern, on the tut section, 
within 6 mm of the centreline of the boot at the toe. 

When a protective toecap is incorporated in the 
boot, measure the combined thickness of the 
polyurethane and fabric, excluding any Pattern, from 
the outside surface of the protective toecap. 

A.3.3 Foxing at the heel 

Measure the combined thickness of poiyurethane 
and fabric, excluding any Pattern, on the tut section, 
within 6 mm of the centreline of the heel. 

A.3.4 Foxing in other areas 

Take four measurements of the combined thickness 
of polyurethane and fabric, excluding any Pattern, 
on the tut section, at Points symmetrically round the 
boot in the foxing Strip area but not in either the heel 
or the toe areas. 

A.3.5 Full thickness of the boot bottom 

Measure the thickness of the boot bottom on the tut 
section from the upper surface of the insole to the 
outer surface of the Outsole. Take the measure- 
ments both over and between cleats, including any 
Pattern, at three separated Points in the tread re- 
gion. Exclude any insock that may be inserted after 
the boot is moulded. 

A.3.6 Outsole 

Measure the thickness of the Outsole on the tut 
section, both over and between cleats, including any 
Pattern, from the tower surface of the insole, filier 
or steel midsole (whichever is the lowest) to the 
outer surface of the Outsole. Take three measure- 
ments at different Points in the tread region. 

A.3.7 Heel 

Measure the full heel thickness DE, as illustrated in 
figureA.l, on the tut section over any cleat or pat- 
tern perpendicularly from the upper surface CO of 
the insole and filier where the insole line CD is 
10 mm in length from Point C which is at the top of 
the back edge of the heel on the outside. 

Where there is a filier block present, measure the 
thickness from the underside of the block to the 
surface of the heel. Take the measurements both 
over and between cleats, at three positions for each, 
or at as many positions as the heel design will allow 
if three is impossible. 

A.4 Expression of resu 

Record each individual test resuit, for each com- 
ponent, in millimetres to the learest 0,l mm. 

Figure A.l - Measurement of heel thickness 
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Annex B 
(normative) 

Determination of the resistance to flexing of the upper material 

B.l Principle B.2 Apparatus (see figure 6.1) 

Double creases similar to those formed in the upper 
of a boot during wear are generated repeatedly in 
specimens of polyurethane upper material by means 
of a suitable apparatus until cracking of the 
polyurethane upper material is observed or until the 
test pieces survive a specified number of flexure 
cycles. 

The apparatus consists of pairs of V-shaped clamps 
suitably mounted so that the axes of each pair are 
in the Same straight line. 

The angle of each V-clamp is 40” + 1”. - 

Figure B.1 - Typical apparatus for determination of resistance to flexing 
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The tips of each V-clamp are rounded to a radius of 
6,4 mm + 0,5 mm. One of the clamps of each pair 
is capable of reciprocating at a frequency of 
5 Hz & 0,5 Hz under normal conditions and at a 
frequency of 1,5 Hz & 0,2 Hz when low- 
temperature testing at - 5 “C. The clamps are 
28,5 mm & 2,5 mm apart in the open Position and 
9,5 mm &- 1,O mm apart in the closed position. The 
stroke of movement of the moving clamp is 
19 mm + 1,5 mm. Alternative dimensions, shouid 
the above apparatus be modified to accommodate 
a larger test piece of 70 mm rf- 1 mm length, tan 
be as follows: 

clamps so that its side edges are parallel to the axis 
of the clamps. Check that the inner edges of the two 
halves of each clamp are in line. Fit other test pieces 
in a similar manner. Clamp one test piece of each 
pair with the marked arrow parallel to the flexing 
direction and one at right angles to it. 

Move the clamps together by hand and check that 
each test piece folds with an inward crease sym- 
metricaiiy across it, surrounded by a diamond of 
four outward creases. 

assist the lf necessary, 
tern by hand. 

formation of this crease pat- 

distance between the clamps in the closed pos- 
ition: 13 mm + 0,5 mm; - 

distance between the clamps in the open pos- 
ition: 40 mm + 1 mm; 

stroke: 27 mm + 0,5 mm. - 

Ten minutes after ioading has commenced, set the 
apparatus in motion and stop the test if unaccept- 
able cracking, as defined in B.6, occurs or when the 
specified number of cycles has been reached if no 
such cracking has occurred by that time. Record the 
temperature of test and whether or not cracking has 
occurred for individual test pieces. 

B.3 Preparation sf test pieces B.6 Relevant types of cracking 

Cut, from the thinnest patt of the upper, two squares, 
each of side 64 mm + 1 mm. Mark the vertical di- 
rection with an arrow on each. 

8.4 Conditioning and temperature of test 

Condition the test pieces for 24 h at 23 “C + 2 “C 
and test in air at -5 “C + 2 “C so that thetest is 
carried out not less than Fdays after moulding. 

Account shall be taken of polyurethane cracking that 
originates at the backing fabric but Progresses to- 
wards the outer surface of the polyurethane and of 
all cracking that originates at the outer surface of 
the polyurethane. Any failure of any polyurethane 
material that may be present between this fabric 
and the inner surface of the test piece shall be dis- 
regarded. 

B.7 Expression of results 
BS Procedure - 

Place all the test pieces in a refrigerated cabinet at 
-5 “C -& 2 “C and begin loading them immediately. 
Fit the test pieces into the apparatus with a pair of 
ciamps in the “open” Position. Position the speci- 
men, coating outwards, symmetrically in the pair of 

If all the test pieces resch the specified number of 
cycles without cracking occurring, the report shall 
state that the test pieces have passed the test. 

If cracking occurs before the specified number of 
cycles have been completed, the report shall state 
that the test pieces have failed the test. 
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Annex C 
(normative) 

Resistance to tut growth (flexing test) 

C.l Principle 

This test gives a measure of the resistance of Soling 
material to cracking resulting from flexing in wear. 
The material is repeatedly flexed through 90” + 2” - 
over a mandrel after a small tut has been made 
right through it with a chisel. The rate of growth of 
this tut is a measure of the tendency of the material 
to Crack. 

C.2 Apparatus 

C.2.1 Flexing machine (Satra ROSS type), having a 
flexing mechanism as shown in figureC.1. 

The test piece A is inserted against the end stop of 
the flexing arm B and held by the clamp C in which 
length JK is 50 mm + 5 mm. The other end of the 
test piece is not clamped but moves in and out be- 
tween rollers D, E and F as the test piece is flexed. 
The flexing takes place round mandrel H which has 
a radius of curvature of 5,0 mm $- 0,3 mm. 

The distance in plan between the vertical tangent to 
this mandrel through Point G and the adjacent edge 
J of clamp C is 11,O mm + 1,5 mm. The chisel tut 
previously made in the test piece is positioned ver- 
tically above the edge of the mandrel when the test 
piece is in the unflexed position, i.e. at Point G in 
figureC.l. At the coincidence of the tut and the 
mandrel edge, the tolerante is + 05 mm. 

The tops of rollers E and F and mandrel H are in the 
Same horizontal plane and roller D is vertically 
above roller E. Except for this, the dimensions and 
positions of roller D, E and F are not critical. A suit- 
able diameter for rollers D and E is 25 mm and for 
roller F is 10 mm or 15 mm. A suitable distance in 
plan between the centres of rollers D and E and the 
centre of curvature of mandrel H is 30 mm, and be- 
tween the centres of rollers D and E and the centre 
of roller F is 25 mm or 30 mm. The vertical position 
of roller D is adjustable so that the gap between this 

and roller E tan accommodate test pieces of various 
thickness. A locking mechanism is provided to en- 
sure that the gap cannot Change during a test. 

Roller F has two adjustable collars t. Their purpose 
is to help to Position the unclamped end of the test 
piece during insertion in the apparatus, so that the 
test piece is at right angles to the flexing mandrel in 
plan, and to guide it in that Position during flexing. 
The differente between the internal and extemal di- 
ameter of each collar shall be about IO mm. For the 
Standard test piece, the distance between the col- 
lars shall be from 25,5 mm to 26,0 mm. 

The frequency of flexing shall be 1,0 Hz + 0,l Hz. - 

C.2.2 Refrigerated cabinet, capable of being main- 
tained at -5 “C + 2 “C. The driving motor of the 
flexing machine (c2.1) shall be outside the cabinet. 

C.2.3 Pierclng chisel, to produce the initial tut in 
the test pieces, as illustrated in figureC.2. The cut- 
ting edge is 2 mm long, but it is usual for the length 
of tut produced in the material to differ a little from 
this. The insertion of the tut in the correct Position 
is made easier by holding the chisel in a cutting jig, 

C.3 Preparation of test pieces 

The Standard test piece is 25 mm wide by 150 mm 
long by 5,0 mm + 0,2 mm thick. Test three pieces 
from the Soling material. Remove any Pattern and 
reduce the thickness of the test pieces to a Standard 
thickness by cutting and very light buffing of both 
sides of the test piece. Pierce each test piece, mak- 
ing the tut in the wearing (outer) surface, approxi- 
mately 60 mm from one end, so that the length of the 
tut is symmetrical across the centreline of the test 
piece. The chisel (C.2.3) shall penetrate right 
through the test piece and protrude 15 mm on the 
other side. An adjustable collar may be fitted to the 
chisel shank to control the Penetration distance of 
the chisel. 
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